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Abstract

There are frequent grumbles of HIV investigations that appears to be getting whisner close to a minor but influential word cure. Toxicity, viral reservoirs, societal discrimination and drug resistance increases the challenges faced with HIV detection and treatment. Nanotechnological applications in drug development and delivery promises to combat and correct issues associated with HIV treatment through generation of drugs with pharmacological advantages that are pioneered by unique materials properties at nanoscale compared to bulk, atomic scale or molecular dimensions. This mini review explores the profound research findings on different manipulations of nanosized materials (nanocapsules, nanocarriers, nanocrystals, etc.) towards rapid detection and cure and/or prevention of HIV. Moreover, possibilities for future investigations are suggested based on attained literature investigations and opinions as a roadmap towards successful HIV free generation and numerous advances in nanomedicine.
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a) Roles of different stakeholders towards eradication of HIV/AIDS
b) Nanotechnology applications for possible anti-HIV remediation from infected individuals
c) Nanorobotics as an emerging possible solution to HIV epidemic
d) Challenges related to current methods of HIV treatment related to lack of knowledge and people's behaviour
e) Evolvement of Nano era from Macro and micro eras in biomedical applications

Introduction

There are numerous applications of nanotechnology since it was discovered that materials in nanoscale exhibited different yet fascinating properties to their molecular, atomic and bulk sized counterparts. The applications of nanotechnology range from novel generation of environmental pollution remediation [1,2], enhanced energy conversion and storage materials [3,4], technology advancement in agricultural [5], electronic and mining industries [6], electrochemical applications [7] and medicine [8]. All these innovative measures undertaken in numerous fields are intended to improve human health and socio-economic standards for their disentanglement from complications that are encountered in the 21st century.

Nanotechnology is often described as the synthesis and manipulation of materials with at least one dimension in the nanoscale or billionth of a meter (10^-9 m) [9-11]. The applications of nanotechnology in medical applications stemmed from studies where the interaction of nanosized particles with biological systems was determined to be influenced by different physicochemical properties [11,12]. Like size exclusion related areas such as membrane technology [13], numerous biological spectacles (like passage across barriers and immune recognition) are ruled by size considerations [8,14]. The design and fabrication of nanoscale drugs with suitable dimensions may confer biological and physicochemical properties with a pharmacological superiority to conventional drug agents to address the challenges related to HIV detection and treatment if deliberately explored for these purposes [11]. Interestingly,
numerous research has been done in this regard as the field of medical applications and investigations evolved from the Macro era that started in the mid-1960s where the centre of research was mostly polymers that were designed into macroscopic films, slabs, rods, spheres or rings, etc to control the release of drugs by zero or nearly zero order kinetics [11,15,16]. The most prominent examples used ophthalmic polymer insert (Ocusert) to release pilocarpine over time and a rod-like progestasert that was used to release progesterone in 8 to 24 months while other investigations were conducted on transdermal drug deliveries by diffusion and partition [8,11,17].

In the early 1970s, the micro era emerged as termed by Hoffman where biodegradable polymers were investigated based on their biodegradation kinetics for controlled drug release over time [12,18]. In this regard, poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) gained enormous applications in implants due to its custom and biocompatible in vivo biodegradability. Moreover, the commercialization of PLGA occurred in mid-1980s with embedding of LHRH analogues in PLGA for treatment of prostate cancer as explained elsewhere [18]. The Macro and the micro eras were limited to the area of medicine involving drug release mechanisms based on different kinetics models [18-20]. Therefore, it was necessary to broaden the scope from just drug release to fabrication and development of novel materials towards the eradication of emerging diseases. This resulted in the emergence of the NANO era as termed by Hoffman, which is to date the most dynamic era since the pioneering studies in adjuvants (immunostimulants) at ETH Zurich by Speiser and his co-workers in mid-1970s even before the flashy hype about nanotechnology [18,21]. Since then, the potential of nano-sized materials with different shapes have increased from strength to strength as echoed by thousands of articles published per year to advance the NANO era from the research stage into commercialization [22] as few products have been developed already and are in the market place towards the treatment of some diseases but HIV [18,23].

The focus of this mini review is to highlight examples and opinions on how nanopharmaceuticals as anti-HIV therapies for potential detection and cure of the disease could potentially be explored, the current findings as well as the numerous challenges related to application and approval of HIV/AIDS treatment. Generally, optimization of pharmacological characteristics of known antiretrovirals, delivery of antivirals to the immune system, brain or latent reservoirs, delivery of anti-HIV nucleic acids into diseaseridden cells and development of anti-HIV nanopharmaceuticals are some of the examples that will be discussed in detail. Moreover, some hurdles related to large scale and commercial applications of nanopharmaceuticals such as toxicity, massive cost of synthesis and unsolicited biological contacts will also be discussed.

**Nanopharmaceuticals**

Numerous investments are targeted at the development and enhancement of nanotechnology towards treatment of HIV/AIDS [8,10,24,25]. Nanomaterials such as dendrimers and many other inorganic nanoparticles (NPs) such as silver, gold, iron, and zinc can be used for HIV treatment by interfering at different stages in the life cycle of HIV and have generally been termed as nanopharmaceuticals [25,26]. A nanopharmaceutical represents any material in the nanorange with therapeutic potential [12]. Furthermore, NPs could act as convoys during drug delivery [27], intra-vaginal microbicides [28], adjuvants [25,28] and for the early detection of HIV-1 [25,29-31]. Other materials that have been used in applications related to combating HIV/AIDS include polymeric nanoparticles, liposomes and micelles which have been used individually or with inorganic nanoparticles [32] or existing HIV conventional treatment agents to design nanopharmaceuticals [33,34]. The contribution of each form of material will be highlighted as this topic has been extensively discussed for detection and treatment of HIV [35-37].

Liposomes are nanocarriers (size between 25nm - several microns) commonly used as drug delivery agents with an aqueous core engulfed inside a phospholipid bilayer for targeted drugs transfer to plasma proteins, reticuloendothelial system (RES) and phagocytic cells of infected patients' core [11,33]. RES acts as a reservoir for HIV replication while HIV is present in mononuclear phagocytic cells to improve the efficacy of anti-HIV drugs and reduce their side effects [11]. They are suitable antiretroviral agents as they become easily absorbed and excreted out of the body [25]. Polymeric NPs also have excellent uses for targeted drug delivery as they are stable, enhance sustainable drug release and are easily reproducible [33,38]. The explored polymeric nanoparticles for anti-HIV applications include poly(alkyl) cyanoacrylates, poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(caprolactone), poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), poly(ethylene glycol-co- (lactic-glycolic acid)) etc. with only PLA and PLGA approved for human use [37,39]. Therefore, biocompatible and biodegradable polymeric NPs were widely used as therapeutic carriers. Another interesting material employed for delivery of drugs are referred to as Micelles (size range from 10nm to 100nm in diameter) fabricated form encapsulating hydrophobic core inside a hydrophobic polymer have been explored as carriers for poorly soluble drugs [12,18,39]. Other drug delivery systems include dendrimers and solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs) which goes to suggest that extensive discoveries and investigations are meant for improved delivery of drugs to specific targeted areas, but they also possess anti-HIV properties [8,33].

Inorganic nanoparticles with size ranging from (1-100nm) possess high loading efficiency with the common ones being gold nanoparticles (GNPs) that are studied as carriers and anti-HIV agents because their surfaces can be easily modified, biocompatible, excellent conductivity and surface plasmon, and easy reproducibility during synthesis [8,40]. Moreover, they could easily undergo surface modification through thiol linkages and possess other interesting photophysical, chemical and physical features for biomedical applications [39]. The Silver Nanoparticles (SNPs) have also been explored and their main route in action involves release of silver ions that enhance nucleic acid denaturation, cell membrane distortion, and antimicrobial activity for anti-HIV performance related mechanisms [33].
Current HIV treatment

There are more than 30 anti-retroviral drugs clinically accepted for application towards treatment of HIV-infected individuals that are broadly characterized as protease inhibitors (Lopinavir), CCR5 antagonists (Vicriviroc), fusion inhibitors (Enfuvirtide), integrase strand transfer inhibitors (Raltegravir), transcriptase inhibitors (Rilpivirine), non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (Nevirapine) and nucleoside/ nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitors (Lamivudine) with inability to eradicate viral reservoirs and only aiming at long term suppression of viral load instead of curing it [11,14,28,41]. They employ different mechanisms and detailed reviews on how they achieve viral inhibition with extensive examples in each class of drugs are provided elsewhere [14,28,39].

Despite the major evolution achieved in the last couple of decades towards inhibition of HIV-1 to prevent its clinical advancement to AIDS, the cure for this pandemic infection is yet to be realised [40]. High Activity Antiretroviral Therapy (HAART) which is a combination of at least 3 or more anti-retroviral drugs was introduced and considered as the best option for treatment of patients infected with the virus irrespective of their age [26,40] Long-acting interventions are acceptable tactics for applications in contraceptive precautionary medications and psychiatric disorders. Just recently, in vivo and in vitro studies were conducted without success in bioequivalence assay by Fandaruff et al. [26] which could be hardly explained by current technology when using a poorly soluble Efavirenz (EFV). However, different success stories had been reported for fabrication of long-acting formulations by incorporation of the active ingredient in an oil based suspension or solution, microfine watery suspension (steroid depots) or any suitable matrix (Risperidone ConstaO) for different applications including in HIV-1 studies [38,42].

Other examples that include the improvement of already available active agents for controlled release of drugs to specific target organs have been achieved successfully through the application and clinical testing of the in vitro with animals or in vivo results [38,42,43]. However, the toxicological risk and complex procedures required to ultimately find human volunteers to carry out the tests has hindered the commercialization of applications of any significant related findings. For example, the use of TMC278 (rilpivirine) which is a derivative of poor oil and water soluble diaryl pyrimidine has been proved to interfere with HIV replication early inhibiting viral DNA synthesis and integration of the viral genome into the host DNA [42]. Moreover, it was determined to be efficient against a wide range of wild-type and HIV-mutant strains. Lastly, it was found to result in few metabolic and neuropsychiatric side effects than efavirenz as it was tolerable up to 48 weeks [42,44]. However, the detailed mechanistic investigations and related clinical testing procedures may require very expensive methodologies that could be possible with external funding.

Despite the widespread consensus that HAART is the best alternative method of treatment, its effectiveness maybe negatively affected by development of viral resistance. Incomplete HIV suppression and resistance to anti-viral medication may be triggered by factors of different origin that include non-compliance, drug resistance, insufficient drug potency, constrained tissue diffusion and the host related factors that are of genetic origin [11,40,41]. Therefore, compliance is critical towards successful administration and effectiveness of minimal inhibitory drug concentrations in the blood for understanding and examination of HIV or other chronic diseases relative suppression rates [44].

Rapid detection of HIV/AIDS

There are different groups that have investigated the possibility of rapid detection of HIV/AIDS than the currently used approaches as the delayed detection of the virus results in limitations towards treatment [45]. In this regard, gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have been investigated extensively with promising results due to characteristics such as Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR), Magnetic Properties (MRI), Surface Enhance Raman Scattering (SERS) and fluorescence behaviour that they display when conjugated with biocompatible and biological ligands. These properties find wide universality in biodiagnostics related to both diagnosis and therapy of cancer and HIV/AIDS that could be established from complete understanding of electrochemical methods, plasmon labelling and imaging and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) [30]. Kumar et al. [30] gave a review on the roles that AuNPs have provided as a promising alternative towards the detection of cancer and HIV/AIDS [30]. The last 10 decades witnessed tremendous advancement of SPR and its use for therapy and diagnosis related to biomedical applications based on analysis of real-time kinetics of ligand-receptor interactions for detection of small molecules with modern spectroscopic advancement that enabled detections of single molecules in pico/nano concentrations. An interesting study was conducted by Tang et al. [9] where an AUNPs-Based biobarcode amplification assay (BCA) was determined to detect HIV-1 p24 antigen from a level as low as 0.1 pg ml⁻¹ [9]. The importance of this study was in demonstration of low detection limit that can be achieved in the early stages of the viral infection.

The period between acquisition of HIV and seroconversion is close to 4 weeks and some methods that are currently used to detect the virus can give accurate results after 3 months of infection due to diverse genetic makeup of different individuals. The early detection of HIV is vital for protecting the wellbeing of people as there are progressive changes like formation of HIV reservoirs and duplication in the central nervous system after infection some of which are irreversible like demonising of CD4 lymphocytes [41,46]. Kosaka once said “The potential for HIV infectivity in the first stage of infection is much higher than in the later stages. Therefore, initiating antiretroviral therapy prior to seroconversion improves immune control and has been associated with benefits in CD4 cell count, a reduction in systemic inflammation, the preservation of cognitive function, and a reduction of the latent reservoir. Logically, its detection is critical to the prevention of HIV transmission” [46].
Therefore, a nanosensor that was developed by Kosaka et al. [46] which detected the virus in only one week of infection which is more rapid than the current available methods [46] would become an interesting aspect towards early determination of the virus.

Just recently, a graphene biosensor was developed for different applications such as HIV and cancer sensing capabilities [47] with a distinctive feature such as an ability to “visualize” molecular interactions in real time. The engineering of NPs in different directions and ability to tailor their physicochemical properties have given hope towards improving their robustness and binding affinities to various biomolecules and drug targets giving hope for treatment and detection of HIV with fabricated smart materials soon. The question remains to every researcher interested in the use of nanoparticles for sensory applications “How soon will these happen?”

**Nanopharmaceuticals with antiviral activity**

The area of nanomedicine that employs nanomaterials for diagnosis, prevention and treatment of diseases has proved that some nanomaterials have therapeutic effects and the interaction of biological systems and nanoscience is termed nanobiotechnology [12]. Several studies based on computational and experimental investigations have successfully identified compounds that could be applied to obstruct the replication of HIV capsid that was determined to be a target for specifically structured drugs to inhibit viral replication *in vitro* [28]. The various materials that have been determined to possess these special structural attributes in the nanoscale are dendrimers, fullerene (C-60) based structures and inorganic nanoparticles such as gold and silver *in vitro* [11,33]. However, there are still challenges and mechanisms that needs to be followed to achieve successful progressive investigations beyond *in vitro* studies that could lead to commercialization of these special materials but they have been illustrated to portray a potential for applications of therapeutic nanomaterials towards inhibition of HIV replication [40]. Other nanomaterials have been found to be extensively helpful towards improvement of already existing conventional anti-HIV agents or for transport of such materials to selected specific areas [37].

**Nanotechnology opportunities**

There are numerous investigations and opinions that are reported in the last decades that are concentrated on the different in-depth research and studies based on expert knowledge and understanding. Opportunities that are discussed in this mini review will only explore the mechanisms that have been tested towards battling HIV/AIDS and more research-based opinions that could positively augment humanity towards its complete eradication.

The most recent example of an alternative approach is immunotherapy that controls the immune response to counter HIV [8,40]. The mechanism involved in CD8+ cytotoxic T-cell responses to acute HIV infection seem to be ordinary and neutralization of antibodies production by B cells is absent or deferred [40]. However, with progression of time, viral mutations result in depletion of CD8+ T cell cytotoxic performance. Since the major effects of HIV infections leads to depletion of CD4+ T cells that are normally referred to helper cells that are accountable for assisting in supportive functions [28]. The loss of these cells leads to profound immunosuppression that is triggered by non-functional B cells, natural killer cells and macrophages in patients with chronic HIV infections [29,48]. Draz et al. [49] integrated cellphone-based optical sensing, loop-mediated isothermal DNA amplification and microrobot motion for molecular detection of HIV-1 [49]. In recent years, there has been increasing interest in the therapeutic use of immune responses and this filed is expected to grow exponentially provided enough volunteers are successfully found for both donations and testing purposes [40].

The recent emergence of nanorobots is an interesting field towards controlled and sophisticated eradication of HIV/AIDS and the whole area of nanomedicine for regulation and treatment of other diseases such as cancer. Theses nanorobots provides a very interesting perspective when combined with nanosponges that captivate toxins giving hope that a system could exist someday that would also be able to not only destroy but extract and excrete the toxins and viruses out of the body by creation of tiny robots that could proficiently wash out detrimental constituents that leads to diseases in the body [10,50]. Joshi et al. [10] theoretically investigated a specific treatment of nanorobots incorporated with nanosensors to sense AIDS infected WBCs and control the level of WBCs in the blood stream to stimulate an HIV infected patients’ immune system to be less vulnerable to diseases [10].

Nanoparticles have a huge potential as adjuvants and delivery systems for vaccines and have been employed as it has happened over the past few decades for controlled release of various agents [51,52]. This has prodigious compensations for vaccine delivery because the controlled release of antigens could result to a continued and tougher initiation of the immune response for HIV related illness intercession [40]. Martins et al. [53] explored efavirenz (EFV) loaded poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) NPs targeted to the blood-brain barrier (BBB) towards HIV neuropathology treatment with sustained in vitro release of 50% for 24h and its permeability surpassed that of the free EFV by a magnitude of 1-3 fold [53]. A review of biodegradable polymers by Amsden examines new polymer biomaterials that have been established to advance distribution of active agents [36].

Other novel findings that still need to be investigated include a bee venom loaded nanoparticles that were reported to selectively destroy HIV without affecting neighbouring cells [54]. Moreover, it was recently suggested that fabrication and manipulation of aluminium nanorobots could modify the human immune system from its reactive state to an adaptive state which could results in improved response towards cancer, HIV and other age-related degenerative ailments [10,50]. Despite the field of nanorobots being in its infant stages, there is inspiring progression in the field...
with reassuring opportunities that produced hopes for curing many diseases including HIV/AIDS [50] and easy surgical events that do not necessarily involve doctors having to undergo surgical procedures.

Other interesting materials referred to as multifunctional carriers have been explored and despite confirmed challenges with optimization and quality assurance restrictions, they may become an interesting field to explore towards eradication of HIV/AIDS pandemic [18]. Therefore, it can be inferred that there is hope even though it may require several decades for the required breakthrough to eliminate HIV virus from infected individuals.

**Limitations**

There are several factors associated to limitations of either finding a cure for HIV or implementation of nanotechnology towards successfully eradicating the virus from blood streams of infected patients. Most challenges are related to available technological knowledge and others are related to limitations based on legislative and behavioural normalities of different stakeholders.

Prof. Françoise Barré-Sinoussi said in her interview, "The genetic variability of HIV is one obstacle, another is the way the virus stores itself in ‘reservoirs’ such as the lymph nodes of the intestinal region. Eradication will not be easy because the virus stays in these ‘reservoirs’ and is not affected by the immune response, even after 10 years of antiretroviral treatment [23]." There are two types of viral reservoirs existing in tissues like the anatomical reservoirs that are remotely located for access by antiviral optimal dosages due to blood-cerebrospinal fluid barrier; BBB and blood-testes barrier [37,55]. The others include cellular reservoirs that encourages resistance of latently arranged viruses to antiviral activity due to efflux proteins such as P-glycoprotein and multidrug resistance protein on the cell surface preventing the drugs from reaching therapeutic intracellular concentrations [37,55].

Other interesting limitations for current treatment of HIV under clinically proven drugs is the emergence of drug resistance that can be triggered by individual’s genetic makeup or unfaithfulness towards prescribed treatment [56]. The latter is another aspect of people behaviour towards acceptance of HIV treatment [57]. While in most developing countries, particularly in rural areas, the behaviour of health care professionals towards HIV infected patients and the nature of the lack of community knowledge towards HIV/AIDS has often seen numerous people entrapped with resistance to antivirals [58]. Lastly, the numerous steps that are required for novel nano-medications to pass clinical and toxicological tests [32] has often resulted in different delays towards potentially promising ideas being implemented.

**Conclusion**

In a nutshell, there is a vivid message for policy makers, HIV infected individuals, academic researchers, and everyone interested in the eradication of HIV epidemic that if it were to be possible, the cure for HIV relies in extensive exploration and applications of nanopharmaceuticals and may involve numerous sacrifices to be successfully attained. The role that would be played by investors and volunteering individuals towards discovery, testing and implementation of nanopharmaceuticals would answer the question, “After how many decades until a cure to HIV/AIDS will be achieved?” Therefore, everyone has a strong role to play towards global extermination of HIV/AIDS.
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